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Thierry ZARCONE 

 

THE SWORD OF ‘ALÎ (ZÜLFİKAR)  

IN ALEVISM AND BEKTASHISM 
 

 

Nobody is unaware about the fame of Imam „Alî‟s sword (Ar. Dhû al-fiqâr; 

Tur. Zülfikar) in the whole Muslim world and about the well-known formula 

“There is no sword like Zülfikar” which appears in literature and uses also to be 

inscribed on the walls of mosques and holy shrines, and on swords in the Middle 

Ages. My aim, here, is to focus on the particular and excessive veneration this 

sword has encountered in the Kızılbaş-Alevi Anatolian syncretic religion and in the 

Bektashi Sufi lineage. These two trends venerate the Imam „Alî but the extreme 

Kızılbaş-Alevis advocated the divinity of the Imam.
1
 Thus Zülfikar has became 

one a multivalent symbol in addition to its former importance to the Janissary 

corps (14
th

 century), the elite of the Ottoman infantry, which was spiritually linked 

to the Bektashis (this is the reason for which the Zülfikar is called the Janissaries‟ 

Sword).
2
  

Zülfikar is very often mentioned in the Alevi-Bektashi written sources, in prose 

hagiographies and poetry, in addition to being an image in calligraphic 

compositions and miniatures. It is also seen in mausoleum (türbe) and Sufi lodges 

(tekke) architecture. The Zülfikar is also put on flags and reproduced as actual 

weapons. One of the reasons for the fascination for this sword comes probably 

from its form. It is known that its blade had two sheets of steel moulded around a 

hollow tube, like the human spinal column, hence the name Zülfikar, literally 

“having a spine”.
3
 In 1996, a popular book, mainly composed of poems and 

published by an Alevi publishing house in Istanbul, was dedicated to this sword 

under the title of Lâ Feta İllâ Ali Lâ Seyfe İllâ Zülfikar (There is no youth like „Alî 

and no sword like Zülfikar).
4
 Nowadays, the Zülfikar, as a sacred object or image, 

                                                 
1
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and usually depicted in a poster and found on the walls of a tekke, a mausoleum or 

a private house.  

SYMBOLIC DIMENSIONS OF THE ZÜLFIKAR IN ALEVI-BEKTASHI 

DOCTRINE 

This is not the place to enter into a detailed analysis of the role occupied by 

„Alî in the Kızılbaş-Alevi tradition and in Bektashism since there are several 

studies on this question.
5
 It suffices to recall that „Alî is one element, with 

Muhammad and God/Hak of the trinity that is the core of their doctrine. Besides, 

„Alî assumes the predominant place above Muhammad in the Kızılbaş-Alevi 

devotions and rituals. According to a famous Shi„i saying, the Prophet is compared 

to the city of knowledge of which „Alî is the gate; hence, the main function of the 

latter is to reveal the secrets of Islam. A model in the spiritual path, „Alî is imitated 

by Alevis and Bektashis: 

I ride Düldül, bound on the Zülfikar and have the sword.
6
  

A legacy from the Prophet to „Alî, Zülfikar was passed then on from one of the 

twelve imams to the other. The symbol of „Alî‟s power and of the invincibility of 

the army of Islam, this two-edged sword is credited with the capacity of killing 

men and jinns, and cutting stones. Consequently, the formula “There is no youth 

like „Alî and no sword like Zülfikar” is widespread in Alevi-Bektaşi poetry and 

inspires a particular literary genre called Zülfikarnâme (writings on Zülfikar) 

devoted exclusively to this sword.
7
 In addition to being the symbol of „Alî, the 

Zülfikar in Ottoman literature, is also a popular metaphor for many things which 

are doubled or split: eyebrows, eyelashes and lips of the beloved, the kalem (pen) 

of the poet... and wounds of the heart.
8
  

Several well known Bektashis have authored poems dedicated to the Zülfikar, 

such as the famous Hatayî (d. 1524), aka the Safavid king Şah İsmail,
9
 Nesimi (15

th
 

century),
10

 and Hilmî Dede Baba (d. 1907), the shaykh of the most prestigious 

Bektashi lodge at Istanbul. The characteristic of these three poems is that the last 

                                                 
5
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6
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verse which is repeated for all the couplets of the poem is identical to the formula 

“There is no youth like „Alî and no sword like Zülfikar.” 

I am Hilmî, I am weak but I am the sweeper of „Alî 

I am the servant of the People of the mantle, I am Bektashi 

I praise him since I am a Kızılbaş of the Shah. 

There is no youth like „Alî and no sword like Zülfikar.
11

 

     (Hilmî Dede Baba) 

Frequently, in poems, the first section of this formula only is written and the 

reader can – if he is an initiate – recognize the formula and decipher its meaning: 

Those who understand the meaning of “There is no youth like „Alî” 

Will perform the zikr day and night for the love of the Chosen 

[Muhammad].
12

                                                         

       (Nesimi) 

THE ZÜLFIKAR AND SPIRITUAL CHIVALRY (FUTUVVAT) 

Bektashism has inherited futuwwa ideas and practices from the Qalandariyya. 

Hence, the symbolism adopted by the Zülfikar in spiritual chivalry also became a 

part of Bektashism and Alevism. According to a futuwwa ritual of initiation written 

in 14
th

 century by Najm al-Dîn Zarkûb Tabrîzî, the “great striving” (al-jihâd al-

akbar / ghazza-yi buzurg) performed by the initiate is a war against his ego-self (bâ 

nafs-i khwish ghazza kunîd). The apprentice is symbolically given a sword in the 

same way as „Alî was offered the Zülfikar by the Prophet (shamshîr bidû dârad 

chunânk Payghâmbar – sallallâhu „aliyhi wa-sallam – ke Dhû‟l-fiqâr ba-dast-i 

Amîn al-Mû‟minîn „Alî dâd).
13

 In the Bektashi ceremony of initiation, the formula 

Lâ fetâ illâ Ali la seyf-i illâ Zülfikar is integrated into a initiatory prayer text that is 

pronounced by the spiritual guide (murşid or dede) to the candidate.
14

 In both 

initiation rituals, the Zülfikar symbolize the great fighting against the ego-self.  

The same must be said of the axe (teber) which is a symbolic weapon in 

futuwwa groups and among the followers of Abû Muslim Khurasânî. Abû Muslim, 

who was initiated into futuwwa in a dream, was given the axe by Gabriel, 

Muhammad, and „Alî. Similar to the Zülfikar, this axe is double-edged and so 

heavy that it takes at least seven or eight men to lift it. This weapon was first 

adopted by some Qalandar groups, and then by the Persian Khâksârs and the 

                                                 
11

 Hilmî‟yim kemter kemin ancak Ali ferraşıyım / Bende-i âl-i abâ‟yım zümre-i Bektaşiyim / Eylerim 

medhin çün ol şahın Kızılbaşıyım / Lâ fetâ illâ Ali la seyf-i illâ Zülfikar ; Merhume Mehmet Ali Hilmî 
Dede Baba‟nın Divanı (Istanbul: Uhüvvet Matbaası, 1911-1912), p. 27 ; also quoted in M. Dişkıran, Lâ 

Feta İllâ Ali Lâ Seyfe İllâ Zülfikar, p. 123. 
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 Lâ-fetâ illâ Alî‟nin mânısin fehmeyleyen / Zikrederler gece gündüz Müctebâ‟nın aşkına ; C. Öztelli, 

Kul Nesîmî, p. 58. 
13

 Najm al-Dîn Zarkûb Tabrîzî, “Futuvvatnâma,” in Traités des compagnons-chevaliers, Murtada Sarrâf 

and Henry Corbin, eds. (Tehran: Editions Mu‟în, 1991), introduction, p. 69 and Persian text, p. 189. 
14

 J. K. Birge, The Bektashi Order of Dervishes, p. 188; Yılmaz Soyyer, 19. Yüzyılda Bektaşîlik (Izmir: 

Akademi Kitabevi, 2005), p. 223, 269. 
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Bektashis who call it “the axe of Abu Muslim.”
15

 The Zülfikar and the axe are 

associated in several Bektashi poems and in calligraphic compositions. In the eyes 

of the poet Veli (19
th

 c.), a voice came out from the axe and pronounced the 

formula Lâ fetâ Ali in its abstracted form.
16

 There are also poems engraved on 

axes, such as the following which belongs to the Rifâ„î lodge at Skopje, in 

Macedonia.
17

 

We use sword and axe against enemies  

Because of our bravery, they call us the army of Haydar [„Alî], 

We sacrifice ourselves with sincerity in the path of the Perfect 

Look! Like the masters of the favor, they call us [perfect] men.
18

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Dervish with the Zülfikar 

tattooed on his arm, from the 

“Habits of the Grand Signor‟s 

Court”, circa 1620, British 

Museum. 

  

                                                 
15

 Irène Mélikoff, Abû Muslim. Le “porte-hache” du Khorassan (Paris: Adrien Maisonneuve, 1962), 

pp. 64, 66-69 
16

 Teber sadâ verir Lâ fetâ, in Sadeddin Nüzhet Ergün, Bektaşi-Kızılbaş Alevi Şairleri ve Nefesleri 

(Istanbul: Maarif Kitabevi, 1966), p. 92. 
17

 There is an axe engraved with the formula Lâ fetâ illâ Ali la seyf-i illâ Zülfikar, in the Belediye 

Museum, Istanbul. 
18

 Çalarız seyf ü teber gerden adâya hemen / Bu şecaatla bize leşker-i Haydar dirler / Baş ü can verdik 

erenler yoluna sıdkile çün / [Himmet] piran ile bak bize erler dirler; read from the picture of this axe 

published in Liliana Marsol, Les Rifâ„îs de Skopje. Structure et impact (Istanbul: Isis, 1992), 
illustrations p. IX. 
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The link between the axe and the Zülfikar is confirmed by numerous 

calligraphif representations, as will be shown below. In these calligraphic 

compositions, the letter yâ‟ of the name „Alî has the shape of a Zülfikar, while the 

letter lâm has the shape of an axe (Figure 10). 

However, one of the most salient uses of the symbol of the Zülfikar is reflected 

by a tattoo when worn by a dervish and especially a Qalandar dervish due to the 

great respect of this lineage towards futuwwa rules. Vahidi (m. 1567) mentions in 

15
th

 century that an Abdal has the Zülfikar tattooed upon his chest (kiminün 

sinesinde resm-i şekl-i Zü‟lfikâr...)
19

 This practice is confirmed by a miniature 

which shows a dervish, dressed as a Qalandar, holding an axe and a horn (nefir) 

with the Zülfikar tattooed on his arm (Figure 1). Its particular shape is similar to 

the Zülfikar painted in the flags of the Janissaries.
20

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig 2. Ottoman miniature of „Alî on 

wood, 19th century, 133 cm 

(Istanbul, private collection) 

 

                                                 
19

 Volkan Akça, “Menâkıb-ı Hvâce-i Cihân ve Netice-i Cân” (Yüksek Lisans Tezi, University of Sivas, 

2008), p. 59. 
20

 There are some examples in Zdzisɫaw Żygulski, Ottoman Art in the Service of the Empire (New York 

and London: New York University Press, 1992), p. 44. 
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VISUAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ZÜLFIKAR 

As mentioned above, the symbol of the Zülfikar is particularly influential 

through its representations in paintings, calligraphic compositions and reliefs, and 

also as actual weapons, not only in Bektashism but also in some other Sufi 

lineages. The image of the sword is a major symbol for futuwwa ethics. As 

demonstrated by the poet Bâkî, the Sufis love to have this symbol visible almost 

permanently: 

Man of heart, draw the image of a sword similar to that of the 

Zülfikar 

on the walls of all the Sufi lodges of the world.
21

 

In addition to this, according to Lâmii Çelebi (16
th

 century), the formula Lâ fetâ 

illâ Ali la seyf-i illâ Zülfikar was written inside sufi lodges, probably on the walls, 

and the saying “Yâ „Alî” was repeated constantly as a vird (a phrase repetaed ofter 

by sufis): 

I wrote “There is no youth like „Alî” in the heart of my Sufi lodge 

Day and night, evening and morning, I repeat “O „Alî.
22

 

There are four types of visual representations of the Zülfikar: 1) in portraiture 

of „Alî, 2) in sacred architecture, 3) in calligraphic compositions, and 4) in 

talismans.  

In portraiture of ‘Alî 

A common representation of „Alî has him holding Zülfikar and kneeling. His 

forearms are crossed so that each hand rests on the opposite thigh (Figure 2). 

According to Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi, this position is considered one of the 

typical positions of the Sufi zikr practice. In Shi„ism such images of the Imam are 

used as pictorial icons (shamâ„il) for the meditation on the face of „Alî.
23

 

Nowadays, these portraits are reproduced in a great number for popular devotion 

by the Alevis of Turkey; some illustrate calendars and decorative plates, while 

others decorate a keychain. The portrait of „Alî can be combined with his name, 

written as a calligraphic mirror image (see below) while integrating Zülfikar 

(Figure 2). This kind of calligraphic composition is very popular among Sufi artists 

(Figures 9, 10, 11). 

 

                                                 
21

 Tîğı resmin ehl-i dil manend-i şekl-i Zülfikar / Hankah-ı âlemün nakş eylesün dîvârına, extracted 

from the Bâkî Divanı, quoted by Y. Sarıkaya, “Türk-İslâm Edebiyatında Hz. Ali,” p. 374. 
22

 Tekye-i sinemde yazdum lâ fetâ illâ Ali / Ruz u şeb şam u seher vird-i zebanun yâ Ali; quoted by Y. 

Sarıkaya, “Türk-İslâm Edebiyatında Hz. Ali,” p. 62. 
23

 See Mohammad Ali Amir-Moezzi, “Icon and Meditation: Between Popular Art and Sufism in Imami 

Shiism,” in Pedram Khosronejad, ed., The Art and Material Culture of Iranian Shi‟ism. Iconography 
and Religious Devotion in Shi‟i Islam (London: I.B. Tauris, 2012), pp. 25-45. 
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Fig. 3. Portrait of „Alî surmounted by a calligraphic composition, 

“Help, O „Alî” (Madad, yâ „Alî) written as a mirror image, 

2815 cm, 19th century (private collection, Istanbul) 

In sacred architecture 

Zülfikar, if it is an object, is frequently suspended at the wall of the Alevi-

Bektashi meeting places (meydan evi), or carved on buildings (türbe, mausoleum). 

It is also found in private houses since, as we will see below, the sword has a 

protective and magical virtue. L. Mikov, who has done a survey of Alevi-Bektashi 

architecture in Bulgaria, points to numerous Zülfikar reliefs in the mausoleums 

(türbe) of Demir Baba in Dobruca, and of Otman Baba in southern Bulgaria.
24

 The 

presence of the sword in the mausoleum of Otman Baba is inspired by the 

hagiography of the saint buried at this place (Figure 4).
25

 

 

 

Fig. 4. A relief of Zülfikar (mausoleum of Otman Baba, 

Bulgaria
26

) 

                                                 
24

 More details in also L. Mikov, Bulgaristan‟da Alevi-Beltaşi Kültürü, pp. 177-178, 310, 463. 
25

 Id., p. 310. 
26

 L. Mikov, Bulgaristan‟da Alevi-Beltaşi Kültürü, p. 463. 
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In calligraphic compositions 

Several Bektashi calligraphic panels associate the formula “O „Alî” (Yâ „Alî), 

written as a mirror image (müsenna), with a drawing of  Zülfikar. The calligraphers 

actually used the reversed “final yâ” Arabic letter called yâ-i ma„kus in the way 

that its point resembles the doubled-edged Zülfikar sword.
27

 Many calligraphic 

compositions are made on this model; the differences between them come from the 

design of Zülfikar and the presence of other objects (Figures 5, 7, 8, 10).  

 

  

Fig. 5. Wooden panel with the saying “O 

„Alî” (“Yâ „Alî”), 1870-71, 5862 cm 

(Nevşehir Hacıbektaş Müzesi)
28

 

Fig. 6. Calligraphic panel with the saying “O 

„Alî” (“Yâ „Alî”), 1919, 5853 cm (collec-

tion of Orhan Büyükaksoy, Istanbul) 

 

One calligraphic compositions, made in 1919, is exceptional in so far that it is 

surrounded by four Persian verses, situated in the four corners, which gives some 

insight into the added dimension of the name „Alî and Zülfikar (Figure 6):
29

 

In the „ayn of „Alî lies the highest secret  

In the lâm of „Alî lies the symbol of the greatest saint 

                                                 
27

 Malik Aksel, Türklerde Dinî Resimler (1967, reprinted Istanbul: Kapı Y., 2010), pp. 49, 110-112; M. 

Uğur Derman, “„Alî in Ottoman Calligraphy,” in Ahmed Yaşar Ocak, ed., Ali in Islamic Belief (Ankara: 

Türk Tarih Kurumu, 2005), p. 296; Hümeyra Uludağ, “Osmanlı Hat Sanatında Tekke Yazıları” 
Master‟s thesis, Istanbul University, 2005, pp. 37, 91-104, 112. 
28

 Ibid., p. 95,  
29

 Muhittin Serin, Hattat Aziz Efendi (Istanbul: Kubbealtı Akademisi Kültür ve Sanat Vakfı, 1999), p. 

98; see a detailed description of this inscription in U. Derman, “„Alî in Ottoman Calligraphy”, pp. 296-
297. 
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In the yâ‟ of „Alî lies the essence of the Ever-Living One and the 

Self-Existing One 

The light of „Alî comes from the light of God.
30

 

 These verses clearly establish a link between letters, Zülfikar and the Alevi-

Bektashi ideas and cosmology. They provide readers with a better understanding 

by mixing two kinds of symbol: letters and image (that of the Zülfikar). The letter 

„ayn hints to the highest secret embodied by „Alî who is, according to the Alevi-

Bektashi tradition, the representative of the hidden or secret dimension of Islam, 

the batın, contrary to the Prophet Muhammad who is a representative of the outer 

dimension, the zahir or the sharia, the law of Islam. The letter lâm symbolized the 

valaya (the path of God‟s friends) which is the continuation of the nubuvva (the 

path of the Prophet Muhammad). In the eyes of the Alevis and Bektashis, „Alî is 

the prototype of the spiritual guide and of the Sufi master.
31

 Then, the letter yâ‟, the 

last letter of the word „Alî, which terminates with a doubled-edged Zülfikar, 

reflects two qualities of God, the Ever-Living One (Hayy) and the Self-Existing 

One (Qayyûm). These two names are frequently associated in Islam, especially in 

the Quran (2:255, 3:2; 20:111). Finally, the last verse indicates that the light of „Alî 

comes from the light of God, though usually it is the light of Muhammad who 

comes directly from God or, at least, both „Ali and Muhammad‟s lights.  
 

  

Fig. 7. Calligraphic composition with 

the saying “O „Alî, Help” (Yâ „Alî 

madad), and a pair of Zülfikar, 19th or 

20th century (Tekke of Eşrefzâde, 

Bursa) 

Fig. 8. Calligraphic composition with the 

saying “O „Alî”, 19th century, 2520 cm 

(Private collection, Istanbul) 

                                                 
30

 Dar „ayn-i „Alî sirr-i „alî al-a‟lâ-st /Dar lâm-ı „Alî ramz-i walî al-wâlâ-st /Dar yâ-ı Ali nukta-i Hayy 

ul-Qayyûm / Az nûr-u Khuda nûr-ı „Alî ham paydast; M. Uğur Derman, “„Alî in Ottoman Calligraphy”, 

p. 297. 
31

 According to Pir Sultan quoted by S. Yakar, “Alevilikte Hak, Muhammed, Ali İnancı”, p. 64. 
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In some other calligraphic compositions of the saying “O „Alî” (Yâ „Alî), 

written as a mirror image, it is the letter lâm which is extended in the form of the 

Zülfikar, instead of the letter yâ‟ (Figure 9).
32

 The reason for this is due to the 

shape of this letter, as it is the case with the letter yâ‟. In other compositions, the 

lâm is used as an extension of an axe while the Zülfikar terminates the yâ‟ (Figures 

10, 13). Obviously, the name of „Alî is symbolically the holder of these two sacred 

weapons; it is a confirmation of the role played by the axe in Bektashism, as seen 

above.  

 

  

Fig. 9. Calligraphic composition with the 

saying “O „Alî”, 19th century (Topkapı 

Sarayı Müzesi Güzel Yazılar, Istanbul) 

Fig. 10. Calligraphic composition with the 

saying “Protection! O „Alî” (“Amân yâ 

„Alî”), 1900-1901 (collection of Şahin 

Paksoy, Istanbul) 

 

Moreover, these two weapons are associated in a singular composition, 

exceptional in Ottoman Sufism, in the form of a coat of arms (Figure 11). This 

composition is a combination of several symbols: two crossed axes, the Zülfikar 

and a keşkül (beggar‟s cup). In addition to this, there are two writings, „Alî and Hü 

(God), a portrait of „Alî and the saying Hû yâ „Alî madad on the cup. This coat of 

arm, clearly linked to the Bektashi tradition, resembles nevertheless the coat of 

arms used by the Persian Sufi lineages in Iran. Unfortunately, we don‟t have more 

information about the elaboration and the origin of this coat of arms. 

 

                                                 
32

 H. Uludağ, “Osmanlı Hat Sanatında Tekke Yazıları,” p. 102. 
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Fig. 11. An Ottoman Sufi coat of arms 

(private collection, Istanbul) 

 

 

Fig. 12. Wooden ornamental design in the shape of a headgear 

bektashi (collection Th. Zarcone) 

Zülfikar is also integrated into the calligraphic compositions in the shape of 

Sufi headgear, a tradition widespread in Ottoman Sufism, but almost exclusively 

into the Bektashi twelve-fluted tac (crown). Here also, the yâ‟ of „Alî terminates in 

the shape of a Zülfikar (Figure 12
33

). 

                                                 
33

 Two similar wooden ornamental designs are published in Frederick De Jong, “The Iconography of 

Bektashiism. A Survey of Themes and Symbolism in Clerical Costumes, Liturgical Objects and 

Pictorial Art”, in F. Déroche, A. Gacek, and J. J. Witkan, eds. Manuscripts of the Middle East (Leiden: 
Ter Lugt Press, 1989), p. 25; and in M. Uğur Derman, “„Alî in Ottoman Calligraphy,” p. 299. 
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In the talismans 

It is not surprising that due to its considerable fame Zülfikar became a 

protective symbol with miraculous and magical virtues. Hence, it is frequently 

drawn or printed in talismanic scrolls and amulets. The sword appears usually 

alone or in composition with many others symbols such as the stone of the 

surrender (teslim taş), the axe (teber), Mevlevi or Bektashi headgear, and a camel 

with some phrases (Figures 13 and 14).
34

 There is a wooden panel which bears 

hands of Fatima with several double-bladed Zülfikars upon which are written the 

formula “There is no youth like „Alî and no sword like Zülfikar,” and some lamps 

(Figure 15). In addition there are pins with the image of the Zülfikar popular with 

Alevis nowadays. A calendar offered to visitors at Alevi shops near Karaca Ahmed 

in Üsküdar, Istanbul, pictures „Alî with his sword in the company of the other 

Imams. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. Detail from a drawing on paper, 5178 cm, 18th 

century (private collection, Istanbul) 

 

                                                 
34

 Halûk Perk, Osmanlı Tılsım Mühürleri. Halûk Perk Koleksiyonu (Istanbul: Halûk Perk Müzesi, 

2010), pp. 20, 113-114, 119. 
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Fig. 14. Talismanic scroll with the 

saying “O „Alî”
35

 

 

Fig. 15. Zülfikar with hands of Fatima 

executed in paper on a wooden panel, 

5935 cm (M. Morova Collection, 

Istanbul) 

 

In addition, there are metal Zülfikar swords forged for ritual or devotional use 

only, and for the decoration of mausoleums, Bektashi ceremonial halls, and Alevi 

meeting places (Figures 16 and 17). Recently, some Alevi associations have 

produced miniature metal or plastic Zülfikars.  

 

A widespread symbol in Alevism and Bektashism, and also in other Ottoman 

Sufi lineages (particularly in the Rifâ„î lineage), the Zülfikar reflects veneration for 

„Alî, cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet and a hero in the battlefield. Since „Alî 

was instructed by Muhammad about the secrets of Islam, his name is present in all 

the Sufi lineages (silsilas), including the Naqshbandi lineage (which also has 

multiple simultaneous lineages, one of which connects to Abû Bakr.). Hence, 

Zülfikar symbolizes the valour and bravery of the Imam when dealing with the 

enemies of Islam. For the Sufis who follow the futuwwa chivalric codes, it 

symbolizes courage to face the ego-self and generosity. Zülfikar, like other sacred 

weapons, i.e. the axe and the cudgel, is instrumental in the war against the 

commanding ego-self (nefs-i emmare). It strengthens the will and resilience of a 

Sufi engaged in becoming close to God.  

Thierry Zarcone 

CNRS - GSRL 
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Fig. 16. A metal Zülfikar (B. Sütçü Collection, Istanbul) 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 17. Mausoleum of the Bektashi saint Karaca Ahmet, 

Istanbul. 
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